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SUMMARY 
An investigation has been conducted to study the aerodynamic charac-
terist i cs of an aspect-rat i o- 20 wi ng having thi ck airfoil sect ions and 
employi ng boundary-layer control by suct i on. Data from model tests in 
both the Langley full-scale tunnel and the Langley low-turbulence pressure 
tunnels are i ncluded. The results i ndicate the effects of varyi ng suction 
flow rate, suct i on-slot configuration, wing surface condition, flap deflec-
tion, and Mach number. 
The results i nd i cate that, through the use of boundary-layer control 
by suct ion, trailing-edge separation was controlled and lift-drag ratios 
as high as 30.8 were atta i ned i n the lift-coefficient range from 0.9 
to 1 .0 f or the smooth-wi ng configurat i on. Up to a Mach number of 0 .44, 
test results show compress ibility effects to be only minor for the lift-
coeff i c i ent range up to and including 1.0. With full-span trai ling-edge 
flaps i nstalled and maximum suct ion flow rates applied, maximum lift 
coeff i cients of 2. 5 and 4 .2 were obtai ned for flaps-neutral and flaps-
deflected condit i ons, respectively. 
INTRODUCTION 
The use of high-aspec t -rat io wings as a means f or reduc i ng the 
induced drag and thus i ncreasing the max imum lift-drag rat io has been 
common practice for many years. Structural considerat i ons j_ nd j.cate, how-
ever, that i ncreases i n the root-sect ion thi ckness rat io must acc ompany 
increases i n the aspect rat i o. For airfo i l - section thickness ratios 
above a certain value, the profile drag i ncreases rapidly with increas ing 
a i rfo i l thickness rat i o because of boundary- layer separation in the 
vicinity of the trailing edge. As a c onsequence, increases in the aspect 
rat io above a certai n value cause increases in the prof i le drag which are 
greater than the decreases i n induced drag. Thus, there is a limiting 
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aspect ratio above which no improvements in lift-drag ratio are obtained . 
For conventional straight wings designed on the basis of a ratio of root 
th i ckness to span of 1/35, this limiting aspect ratio is about 12 . 
A two-dimens i onal investigation of airfoil sections as thick as 
40 percent has indicated that trailing-edge separation can be eliminated 
by boundary-layer control (ref. 1) . An analysis of several finite wi ngs 
having high aspect ratios and thick root sections with boundary- layer 
control was also presented in reference 1. This analysis, which was based 
on wings having a ratio of root thickness to span of 1/35 and a rough 
leadi ng-edge condition, indicated the possibility that the use of thick 
root sections and aspect ratios of the order of 20 would yield lift-drag 
ratios higher than those obtainable with conventional straight wings 
without boundary-layer control. The investigation reported herein was 
made to determine experimentally the aerodynamic characteristics of a 
high-aspect-ratio, three -dimensional wing, designed along the lines indi -
cated by the analysis of reference 1. 
The three-dimensional wing was designed with an aspect ratio of 20, 
a taper ratio of 0.286, and - 50 20' of twist (washout), and with pro -
v i sions for a full-span suction slot located at the 60-percent chord 
point on the upper wing surface. The airfoil sections varied from an 
NACA 64,2 -437 profile at the root to an NACA 645- 424 profile at the tip . 
Two semispan models were constructed with semispans of 22.5 feet 
and 2 .695 feet. These models were tested i n the Langley full-scale tun-
nel and Langley low-turbulence pressure tunnel, respectively. 
This report presents the results of these two investigations which 
included studies of the effects of varying suction flow rate, suction-
slot configuration, flap deflection, wing surface condition, and Mach 
number on the aerodynamic characteristics of the wing. 
SYMBOLS 
wing lift coeffiCient, L/qS 
wing total drag coefficient, D - + Cn qS -b 
pitching-moment coefficient about quarter-chord point, 
Pitchi ng moment/qSc 
wi ng prof i le-drag coefficient, 
5.f b/2 Cd c dy S 0 0 
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Cd section profile - drag coefficient 
o 
blower - power drag coeff i cient, 
Cp total- pressure-loss coefficient, 
flow coeff i cient, Q/VoS' 
c local airfoi l chord, ft 
-c mean aerodynamic chord, ft 
q free-stream dynamic pressure , lb/sq ft 
p mass denSity, slugs / cu ft 
R free-stream Reynolds number based on mean aerodynamic chord 
b /2 wing semispan, ft 
S wing area, sq ft 
S' wi ng area affected by suction, sq ft 
L wing l i ft, lb 
D wing drag, lb 
L/D wi ng l i ft - drag rat i o 
a angle of attack, deg 
Of flap deflect i on, deg 
M cr i t i cal ~~ch number cr 
Vo free-stream velocity, ft/sec 
a free-stream speed of sound, ft/sec 
Q quantity of a i r removed through suct i on slot, cu ft/sec 
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free-stream total pressure, lb/sq ft 
duct total pressure (measured at wing r oot ), lb/sq ft 
y d i stance along span from wing r oot , ft 
APPARATUS AND TESTS 
Models 
The models used i n the two i nvest igat ions were ident i cal in external 
geometry and had an aspect ratio of 20 and a taper ratio of 0.286 . Both 
models were des igned to have - 50 20' geometric twist (washout); however, 
because of construct ion di fficulties the 2.695 - foot span model had a 
twist of _40 49' . The wings tapered in thickness along straight-line 
elements from an NACA 64,2 - 437 section at the root to an NACA 645- 424 sec -
tion at the 52-percent-semispan station with constant section from the 
52-percent- semispan station t o the t i p. The basic de'sign parameters for 
the models were determined from cons i derat ion of several factors. An 
aspect ratio of 20 and a taper ratio of 0.2 were i ndicated on the basis 
of refer ence 1. Analys i s by the methods of reference 2 indicated poor 
stalling character i sti cs for an untwisted wing having a taper rat io of 
0.2 . A compromise was therefore i ndicated and a wing havi ng a geometric 
twi st of - 50 20' and a taper ratio of 0.286 was chosen. Wing-root thick-
ness was based on an assumed structural-design considerat ion of having 
the span- to-root thickness rat io equal to 35 . Both models had provision 
for full - span suct i on slots located on the upper surface of the wi ng at 
the 60-percent-chord station . Suction was applied to the semispan models 
by externally located blowers connected to the wing ducts at the wing 
root. Mechanical tares due to duct i ng were eliminated through the use 
of a mercury seal where the blower ducting attached to the wi ng ducting; 
the effects of suction forces across the seal on lift and drag were elimi-
nated by al ining the ducting at the seal so that all react ion was in the 
s i de - force plane . The i nternal duct i ng on each model was carefull y 
designed to minimize blower -power losses. The wing ducts were not 
restr i cted by wi ng structure at any point. The suct i on slots of both 
models had ramp angles of 450 , rounded slot entry lips, and small internal 
diffuser angles. For the small model a full-span slot having a width of 
1 percent of the local chord was used in all tests. The large model was 
tested with three different slot arrangements, namely, (1) a slot tapering 
from 2 percent chord at the root to 0 percent chord at the 0 . 52~ stat ion, 
(2) a 1.5-percent-chord slot extending from the root to the 0.52~ station, 
and (3) a full - span constant-l. 5-percent- chord slot. The general arrange -
ment and pr i nc ipal dimens i ons of the basic models are shown in f i gure 1 
and the a i rfo i l ordinates are given in table T. 
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The 22.5 -foot semispan model tested i n the Langley full-scale tunnel 
was eQuipped with a full - span 30-percent - chord Fowler-type flap which 
could be replaced by a smooth trail i ng- edge block for basic wing tests. 
Ord i nates for the flap, as well as hinge -point locations, are presented 
in table II. Sketches of the flap arra ngement are presented in figure 2. 
In order to avoid repetition in the following discussion, the 
22. 5-foot semispan wing i s referred to as model I and the 2 .695-foot semi-
span wing, as model II . 
Tests 
Model 1.- Model I was mounted for tests on the reflect ion plane in 
the Langley full-scale wind tunnel as shown in figure 3(a). Tests were 
made with the boundary- layer suct ion slot sealed and faired, as well as 
wi th the three di fferent suct ion-slot conf igurat ions previously descr ibed. 
For all configurat ions, the suction slot was located at the 60-percent-
chord stat ion on the upper surface of the wing . Each model configuration 
was tested wi th the full - span trailing- edge flaps retracted and deflected 
and with suct i on flow coeff i c i ents ranging from 0 to 0.035. 
Lift-, drag-, pitching-moment - , and duct -pressure-loss - coeffic ient data 
were obtained over the angle - of - attack range from the angle for zero lift 
through the angle of stall for each suct i on flow coefficient i nvest igated. 
Total and stat i c pressures for use i n determining blower power reQui red 
were measured i n the internal ducts at the wing root for each condition 
by means of rakes of total- and stati c -pressure tubes. Profile-drag 
measurements were also obta ined by wake surveys at 26 spanwise stat ions 
for two of the suct i on- slot conf igurat ions at angles of attack covering 
the lift-coefficient range from CL = 0 to CL = 1 .0. Flow separation 
on the wing surface and at the wi ng-reflect ion-plane juncture was studied 
by means of small wool tufts attached to the wi ng surface . 
The wi ng surface condition for most of the test program was main-
tained smooth. This condition could best be descr ibed by stat ing that the 
wing skin was 1/4-inch plate rolled to contour, sanded and f illed smooth 
to the touch, spray pa inted and lightly sanded. A limited number of tests 
were made for the full - span suct ion conf igurat ion with leading-edge rough-
ness applied . This condition was obtained by spreading No. 60 (O.Oll-jnch 
d i ameter) carborundum grains across the c omplete-span 0.08-chord surface 
d i stance back from the leading edge on both the upper and lower surface, 
the carborundum covering approximately 5 to 10 percent of the area over 
whi ch the particles were spread . The Reynolds number range f or these tests 
was limited to 1. 5 X 106 to 2 .25 X 106 , which corresponds to a Mach num-
ber range from approximately 0 . 09 to 0.11. 
Model 11.- Model II was mounted on an electr i cal -res i stance stra in - gage 
balance and the ceiling of the test section of the low- turbulence pressure 
____ I 
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tunnel was used as a reflection plane. Leakage through the tunnel wall, 
where the model passed through to the balance system, was minimized by 
a flush-type labyrinth seal attached to the model at the wall as shown 
in figure 1. 
The pr i me object i ve i n testing this model was to determine the effects 
of Mach number on the characteristics of a wing of this type for a range of 
l i ft coefficients corresponding to the cruise condit i on . Tests were there-
fore made for only one model configuration (full-span, l-percent slot, 
plain Wing) with the range of suction flow coefficients limited to those 
of i nterest for cruising flight (CQ = 0. 002 to 0.010). The suction slot 
on this model was divided into three spanwise sections, each connected to 
an individual duct (fig. 3(b)); thus, a means of varying suction flow 
rates between statior.s across the wing span was provided. Preliminary 
tuft i nvest i gations, however, indicated a localized region of separation 
occurring at the j uncture of the inboard and center slot secti ons when 
the slot sections were operating at different flow rates. All subsequent 
tests were therefore made with a constant flow coefficient across the 
span. 
Lift-, drag-, pitching-moment-, and pressure -loss-coeff icient data 
were measured for each flow condition over the angle-of-attack range from 
a = 00 through the angle of attack for stall at a Mach number of 0.2. 
For the more promising flow condi tions, data were obtained up to a Mach 
number of 0 .44. The Reynolds number range of these tests, based on the 
mean aerodynamic chord of the model, varied from 0.71 x 106 to 2.31 x 106 
and the Mach number ranged from 0 .12 to 0 .44. 
For model configurat i ons with roughness, strips of 0.004-inch-diameter 
carborundum part i cles were embedded in a thin coat of shellac located at 
the 10-percent-chord po i nt on the upper and lower wing surfaces. The 
str i ps were 1/4 i nch wi de at the wing root and tapered to 1/8 inch at the 
t i p. 
METHODS AND CORRECTIONS 
Data for both models have been corrected for tunnel-wall effects and 
all f orce-test drag data have been corrected to include the drag equi valent 
of the blower power requi red for each suction condition. The expression 
used for computing blower drag 
if the eff i ciency of the blower 
t he propuls i ve system. 
CpCQ ~' has been shown to be valid (ref . 3) 
system is the same as the efficiency of 
Data for model I have been corrected f or tunnel stream-angle misal i ne-
ment; whereas data from model II have not been corrected. Inasmuch as the 
• 
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primary test objective (model II) was a check of Mach number effects on a 
wing of this type, an exact stream-angle evaluation did not appear to be 
justified. 
Basic data presented for each of the semispan models have not been 
corrected for the effects of tunnel-wall boundary layers which, expressed 
in terms of model semispans, had thicknesses of 1.5 percent of the semi-
span for model I and 3 percent of the semispan for model II. Tuft studies 
made for model I did not indicate any extensive separation at the wing-
root juncture; therefore, root-interference evaluation did not appear to 
be justified for all the test conditions. Wake surveys by the momentum 
method were made, however, for the more optimum test conditions and drag 
values used in final lift-drag-ratio calculations for model I have been 
corrected for the values of interference drag indicated by these surveys. 
PRESENTATION OF DATA 
Lift-, drag-, pitching-moment-, and suction-pressure-loss-coefficient 
data for model I are presented i n figures 4 to 15. Data are shown for 
the wi ng with suct i on slot sealed and faired (fig. 4) , for the wing with 
suct i on applied to the inboard 0 .52 semispan (figs. 5 to 7), and for the 
wing with suction applied full span (f igs . 8 to 15). These data include 
the effects of suction-flow variation, flap deflection, and model surface 
condition (leadi ng-edge r oughness). Profile -drag measurements obtained 
for model I by the wake-survey method (ref. 4) for several conditions are 
shown i n f igures 16 and 17 and are compared in figure 18 with profile-
drag values computed from force-test results by the method of reference 2 . 
Figures 19 and 20 show the relation of blower drag, profile drag, and 
total drag of the wing for a range of suct ion-flow conditions at two lift 
coeff i cients. Maximum-lift data for the range of test variables are sum-
mar i zed in figure 21 and the variations of lift-drag rat io with lift 
coefficient for the more pertinent test conditions are shown in figures 22 
to 24. 
Representative data obtained from tests of model II are presented 
in f i gures 25 to 28. These data are presented primarily to indicate 
effects of Mach number for a wing of this type with and without leading-
edge roughness. Correlation of these data with data from model I is not 
i ntended because of the previ ously discussed differences in model and 
test conditions. Summary plots of the effects of Mach number on lift-
drag ratio for model II are presented i n figure 29. Predi cted critical 
Mach numbers for the root section of the wi ng calculated by the method 
of reference 5 from low-speed pressure measurements obtained from model I 
are presented i n figure 30 for a lift-coefficient range from - 0.2 to 1.4. 
I 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Drag Characteristics 
The rap i d i ncrease in drag above a lift coefficient of 0. 6 shown by 
the data in f igure 4 for the basic wi ng (slot sealed) clearly indicates 
the effects of extens ive trailing-edge separation on the thick root sec-
tions. Tuft studies made in conjunction with force tests indicated that 
some degree of trailing-edge separation exi sted at all angles of attack 
over the root sections of the wing with the result that the minimum wing 
drag measured at a lift coefficient of 0 was 0.017. With suction appl i ed 
to the wi ng through either the semispan or full-span suction slots, the 
rap i d i ncrease i n profile drag associated with extens ive trailing-edge 
separation could be postponed to higher and higher lift coefficients by 
increas i ng suction flow rates as evidenced in figures 5 to 15. From these 
results, however, it i s obvious that, for all except the lower flow-
coeff i cient range, the wing drag (including blower-power drag) becomes 
excess ive despite the eliminati on of trailing-edge separation because of 
the rapid increase in blower-power requirements wi th increas ing flow 
coeffic i ent. 
Effect of suction flow rate.- The relation of wing total drag to 
suct ion flow rate i s i llustrated i n figures 19 and 20 by the breakdown 
of wi ng total drag into its various components for a range of suct ion 
flow coeff i cients for lift coefficients of 1.0 and 0.5. From these results 
it i s apparent that, for this wing, flow rates for minimum total drag do 
not correspond to flow rates for minimum profile drag because of the rap i d 
i ncrease in blower power with increasing flow. It is also noteworthy that 
the 0.52 b/2 tapered-slot configurat ion which gave minimum total drags 
actually had higher profile drag throughout all but the low flow-coefficient 
range. The net drag reduction possible through suct ion, therefore, depends 
not only on eff i cient slot and duct designs but also upon ma i ntenance of 
t he proper relation of blower power and profile drag . 
Effect of slot configurat ion.- In order to illustrate the effect of 
slot des ign consider the flow characteristics of the full-span constant-
percent -chord and 0.52 b/2 tapered-slot arrangements i nvestigated. For 
the full-span 1. 5-percent-chord slot, local flow coefficients at all span-
wi se stat i ons will be very nearly constant (provided sufficiently large 
duct-to-slot area ratio is mainta i ned (ref. 6)). With the tapered slot 
on the i nboard 0.52 b/2 only, however, local suction flow rates will vary 
across the span for any wi ng suction coefficient (CQ = V o~ I) in such a 
way that the greatest local suction flow rat io will be obtained for the 
thi ck root sect i ons and wi ll diminish outboard to 0 where the wi ng becomes 
24 percent thi ck. 
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Close study of two-dimensional secti on data (ref. 1) indi cates that, 
in order to minimize the blower-power requirement, local suct i on flow 
rates should vary across the span. For example, consider the wing at a 
lift coeff icient of approximately 1.0. Section data i ndicate that, for 
the thick root sect i ons (thickness ratio, 0.37), a flow coefficient of 
approximately 0.01 would be near optimum whereas, for the outboard sections 
(thickness ratiO, 0.24), this flow rate would represent a waste of blower 
power because the greatest drag reduction for this section is obtained 
at much lower flow coeffi cients. On the bas i s of these data, therefore, 
the full-span, constant-l. 5-percent-chord slot would be expected to be 
less efficient for drag reduct i on than a tapered slot designed to expend 
the greatest portion of the blower power for suction at the thick root 
sect i ons where separation losses are the greatest. The results of the 
present t ests (f igs. 19 and 20) with the two types of slots show that the 
three-dimensional tests confirm the predictions i n this respect and the 
lowest wing total drags were obtained with the tapered slot on the inboard 
semispan only. PrOfile-drag surveys (fig . 17) with the wing smooth did 
not indicate any extens ive separat i on over the outboard wing panel where 
suct i on was not appl i ed. It should be noted, perhaps, that the seven 
localized drag peaks shown in figure 17 represent the seven external-flap 
hinge brackets i nstalled on the lower wi ng surface. 
Effect of Mach number.- The effect of Mach number on the drag charac-
ter i stics of the smooth model as obtained from the test on model II is 
presented in figure 25 . These results i nd i cate no compressibility effects 
up to the max imum test Mach number of 0.44 at l i ft coefficients up to 1.4, 
but at higher lift coefficients a rapid rise i n total drag occurs at Mach 
numbers greater than 0.3. These results are reasonably consistent with 
critical-speed predi ctions, based on low-speed measurements of surface 
pressures obtained on model I at the spanwise stat i on at which the wing 
i s 36 percent thick and shown i n figure 30. The predicted critical Mach 
numbers i ndicated by the low-speed results vary from 0.55 at a lift coef-
f i c i ent of 0 to 0.42 at a l ift coeff i cient of 1.4. 
Effect of leadi ng-edge roughness.- The low Mach number test results 
of model I (fig . 14) show that for the full-span suction condition severe 
leading-edge roughness caused drag i ncrements of the order of 0.10 to 0.15 
i n the l i ft-coeffic i ent range between 0 and 0.2, whereas i ncrements of the 
order of 0 .003 to 0.005 were obtained i n the higher lift-coefficient range. 
Tuft studies i ndicated that the large i ncrements i n drag obtained at the 
low lift coefficients were assoc iated wi th flow separation from the lower 
surface. 
Data obtained from model II at a Mach number of 0.2 (f ig . 27) show 
approximately the same drag increment due to roughness at CQ = 0.006 
as that shown for model I in the moderate-lift-coefficient range (0.4 
to 1 .0) . For the h i gher Mach number cond i t ion (M = 0.40) which results 
in i ncreased adverse pressure gradient on the a i rfoil, the effects of 
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roughness were more severe and the low-suction-flow condition CQ = 0 .0057 
d id not eliminate separation (f i g. 26). A slight increase i n the suction 
flow rate to CQ = 0.007, however, was sufficient to eliminate separat ion 
at the higher Mach numbers and to minimize the effects of roughness even 
though model blower drag was slightly i ncreased at the higher suction flow 
rates. 
Lift Characteristics 
Tests of the basic smooth wing with suction slot sealed and faired 
(f ig . 4) show that, as would be expected, for very thick sections a rela-
tively low maximum lift coefficient of 1.1 was obtained with flaps neutral. 
The lift-curve slope for of = 0 was approximately 0.1 per degree up to 
a CL of 0.6 but, above this lift coeff i c ient, extensive trailing-edge 
separation spreading outboard from the root section caused a large reduc-
t i on in lift-curve slope. Deflecting the full-span trailing-edge flaps 
produced approximately constant increments in lift coefficient for the 
angle-of-attack range in which the l i ft curves were linear with a maximum 
increment of approximately 2.0 obtained for the 450 flap deflect i on. The 
maximum lift coefficient with flaps deflected 450 reached 2.88. 
Applying suction to the wing semispan did not greatly alter the lift-
curve slope in the linear range but did extend the linear lift range to 
higher angles of attack. As shown by figure 21, the increments in maximum 
lift obtained by suction with the inboard 0.52~ slot configuration were 
small compared wi th the lift increments obtained with full-span flaps or 
wi th full-span suction. Tuft studies made in conjunction with these tests 
ind i cated that the maximum lift of the wing was limited by complete stall 
of the outboard wing sections to which suction was not appl i ed. With the 
suction slot extended full span and maximum suction applied (fig. 21), it 
was possible to delay trailing-edge separation to cons iderably higher 
angles of attack, and maximum lift coefficients of 4.2 and 2. 5 were reached 
for the flaps-deflected and flaps-removed configurations, respectively. 
For each of these configurations maximum lift was obtained at an angle of 
attack of approximately 190 • It should perhaps be noted that, with suction 
appl ied, the wi ng stall is very abrupt. 
These results show that full-span boundary-layer suction is effective 
in obtaining high maximum lifts, whereas partial-span suction is of limited 
value. For the full-span suction condition and high suction flow rates 
(f i gs. 15 and 21), maximum lift values of 3.9 and 2.1 were measured for 
the rough surface condition with the flaps deflected 450 and 00 , respec-
tively. 
Lift-drag rat i os.- The evaluation of wing lift-drag ratios is always 
a problem which re~uires extreme care inasmuch as wing absolute drag values 
,- - ----- ------ -
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(with all tunnel corrections) must be very accurately determined . As 
the basic purpose of the investigation in the Langley full - scale tunnel 
involved the determinat ion of wi ng lift -drag ratios, extreme care was 
taken i n evaluating stream angle, blower tares, and other tunnel correc-
tions. Profile - drag surveys (figs . 16 and 17) using the wake -momentum 
method were made to furnish a check aga i nst force data . A comparison of 
prof ile-drag data obtained f r om momentum surveys and computed from force 
data i s presented i n figure lB . Good agreement between the two methods 
of measurement is i ndicated for all conditions at which comparisons are 
made. The momentum-survey data are also useful for estimating the incre-
ment of wing drag resulting from interference at the juncture of the wing 
and reflection plane . 
Figures 22 and 23 present the lift- drag-ratio characteristics of the 
aspect-rat io -20 wing tested in Langley full - scale tunnel (model I) for 
several wi ng configurat ions including the effects of slot configurat ion, 
flap i nstallat ion, and leadi ng- edge roughness . Data are presented for 
only the more nearly optimum flow rates for each configuration and ar e 
computed from force data which include the wing- root interference drag. 
These data show that the optimum slot a r rangement tested was the tapered 
inboard 0. 52 b/2 slot which, for the smooth-wing configuration with 
landing flaps i nstalled, reached a maximum lift -drag ratio of 26 as com-
pared to 24 for the full - span, constant - l.5 -percent - chord slot . For all 
slot configurations, maximum lift-drag-ratio values were r eached at a 
lift coefficient ranging from 0 . 9 to 1 .0; these values are i n good agree-
ment with predictions based on two - dimensional tests (ref. 1) . 
Lift-drag rat i os for model II are presented i n figure 29 to il lus -
trate the order of magnitude of Mach number and surface roughness effects 
on the maximum lift - drag- rat io characteristics for a wing of this type. 
These results show that increasing the Mach number from 0.2 to 0.44 
reduced the maximum lift -drag rat io by less than 1 for either the smooth-
or rough-model configurat ions . Installing leadi ng- edge roughness reduced 
the maximum lift-drag- rat io values by approximately 2 throughout the Mach 
number range (compare f igs . 29(a) and 29(b )) , although, as was pr eviously 
described, it was necessary to increase the suction flow rate slightly to 
obtain maximum lift- drag rat i o at the higher Mach numbers . 
In order to gain a better i nd i cat ion of the maximum lift -drag ratios 
obtained for the aspect - ratio -20 wing, the data for model I have been cor-
rected for the increment of wing- r oot interference drag indicated by the 
momentum surveys. The resulting l i ft - drag rat ios for the wing without 
flaps are shown i n figure 24 as a function of lift coefficient . The 
results for the semispan slot configuration without flaps were inferred 
fr om tests of the wing with flaps installed by using flap drag increments 
measured on the wing with the full - span slot . 
The results shown i n f i gure 24 i ndicate that the maximum values of 
the lift-drag rat io obtained for model I in the smooth condition were I 
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30 .8 for the 2 - to O-percent chord , tapered- slot configurat i on and 27 . 2 
for the configuration wi th the full - span, 1. 5-percent-chord slot . In 
the rough- leadi ng-edge condi t ion , the max imum lift- drag rat i o was 25 .2 
f or the confi gurat i on wi th the f ull - span, 1. 5-percent- chord slot . No 
data were obtai ned for the 2 - to O- percent - chord, tapered- slot configu-
r at i on with lead i ng- edge r oughness . Unfortunately, i t i s not poss i b l e 
on the bas i s of the data presented in f i gure 24 to state wi th certa i nty 
whether the values of lift- drag rat i o predicted by the analysis of refer -
ence I can b e realized on an actual three -dimensional wing. The pre -
d i cted values of l i ft - to- drag ratio given in referenc e 1 are for untwisted 
wi ngs i n the rough- surface cond i t ion. In all cases, the optimum flow 
removal for minimum total drag was assumed at all points along the span. 
The maxi mum value of lift- drag r a t i o predicted f or an a spect- ratio-20 
wing wi th 0 . 3 taper rat i o was about 29, which is, of course, cons iderably 
higher than the value of 25 .2 obtained exper imentally for the rough -
l eadi ng- edge condi tion in the present i nvestigat i on. On the other hand, 
alter i ng the slot des i gn i n such a way as to obtai n a more favor able 
spanwi se distr i but i on of suct i on is seen f r om figure 24 to increase t he 
l i ft -drag r atio of the smooth wi ng fr om 27 . 2 to 30 .8 . One might i nfer, 
therefore, that , had the model in the r ough- Ieading- edge condit ion been 
tested wi th a slot des i gn more nearly optimum than the full - span, 1-
percent-chord slot, values of the l i ft - drag rat i o considerably in excess 
of 25 .2 might have been obtained . 
In order to obtai n some i nd i cation of the manner i n which the l i ft -
drag rat i os of the aspect -rat i o- 20 wing compare wi th those of a wi ng of 
more convent i onal des ign , a study was made of the results conta i ned i n 
references 7 and 8 for a number of full- span, three-dimens ional wi ngs . 
The wi ngs for which data are given i n refer ences 7 and 8 had var i ous 
plan forms and airfo i l sect ions, but all had a span- t o- r oot thicknes s 
r at i o of 35 . Of the wings i nvest igated wi th a taper rat i o near 0.286 , 
an aspect- ratio - 12 wi ng hav i ng a taper r atio of 0.286 and NACA 44 ser i es 
a i r f oi l sect i ons was chosen as a bas i s for compar i s on wi th the aspect-
rat i o-20 wi ng of the present i nvest igation. This particular wing was 
chosen s i nc e i t appeared to have about the highest lift-drag rat i o in the 
rough- surface condi t i on of any of the wings investigated wi th taper ratios 
near 0.286 . The data for thi s wi ng at a Reynolds number of 2. 8 X 106 
indi cate maximum lift- drag-rat i o values of 24 .5 and 33 f or the leading-
edge -rough and lead i ng- edge - smooth cond i tions, respect i vely . 
Because of d i fferences i n model surface condi tion, i t i s d i fficult 
to draw any conclus i ons from a comparison of the max imum lift- drag ratios 
of the wi ngs wi thout lead i ng- edge roughness . In the rough _leadi ng - edge 
condi tion, however, a more sound basis of compar i s on ex i sts . For thi s 
condi t i on, the maximum lift -dr ag rat ios of the two wings are not greatly 
d i fferent, although that of the aspect -rat i o- 20 wing i s sl i ghtly h i gher 
than that of the aspect - rat i o- 12 wing . I n accordance wi th the previous 
d i scus s i on of the ef fects of slot design on the maximum lift-dra g rat i o, 
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however, it seems possible that, with a more nearly optimum slot design, 
the aspect-ratio-20 wing might show a more pronounced advantage over the 
aspect-ratio-12 wing i n the rough surface condition. It is perhaps worthy 
of note that the l i ft coefficient for maximum lift-drag ratio is much 
higher for the aspect- ratio-20 wing than for the aspect-ratio-12 wing. 
CONCLUSIONS 
An investigation of an aspect -ratio- 20, straight wing equipped with 
a suction slot to eliminate separation of the boundary layer near the 
tra i ling edge indicates the following conclusions : 
1. Trailing-edge separation on the thick root sections of a wing of 
the type investigated may be effectively controlled through boundary-
layer suct i on . Unless the suction flow rates at each local station 
across the span are carefully limited to the minimum requirement for each 
section, however, wing total-drag coefficients including blower power 
will be excessive . 
2. From a consideration of obtaining minimum total-drag and maximum 
lift-drag ratios in the lift- coefficient range from 0 .4 to 1.0, a tapered 
slot on the inboard 0 . 52 semispan portion of the wing appears to be a 
more nearly optimum arrangement than a full - span slot of constant- percent-
chord width. 
3 . For maximum lift, the full - span suction-slot configuration is 
much more effective than the 0 . 52 semispan suction configuration . With 
full-span trailing-edge flaps installed and maximum suction rates in the 
full-span slot, maximum lift values of 4.2 and 2 . 5 wer e obtained for the 
flaps - deflected and flaps - neutral configuration, respectively. 
4. The maximum values of the lift- drag ratio obtained for the wi ng 
in the leading- edge - smooth and leading- edge - rough surface conditions 
were 30.8 and 25.2, respectively. The decrement in lift -drag rat i o 
between 30.8 and 25.2 is not due entirely to leading- edge roughness, 
however, since the full - span constant - l. 5 -percent - chord slot was employed 
on the roughened wing, whereas the more nearly optimum tapered slot was 
employ~d on the smooth wing. 
5. No adverse effects of compressibility wer e observed through the 
Mach number range investigated (maximum Mach number of 0.44) for lift 
coeffic i ents up to and including 1 .0. 
Langley Aeronaut i cal Laboratory, 
Nat i onal Advisory Committee for Aeronautics , 
Langley Field , Va . , May 8, 1953. 
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TABLE I 
BASIC AIRFOIL ORDINATES FOR ASPECT-RATIO-20 WING 
[Stations and ordinates are in percent of airfoil chord] 
NACA 64,2-437, NACA 645-424 airfoil sect i on a = 1 (modified) airfoil section 
Upper surface Lower surface Upper surface Lower surface 
Station Ordinate Station Ordinate Station Ordinate Station Ordinate 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-.012 3.843 1.012 -3.705 .195 1.912 .805 -1. 712 
.143 4.648 1.357 -4.442 .410 2.328 1.090 -2.048 
·511 5 .879 1.989 -5.543 .863 2·995 1.637 -2.567 
1.578 8.048 3.422 -7.400 2.048 4.249 2· 952 -3· 505 
3 · 950 10.966 6.050 -9.768 4.485 6.126 5·515 -4.862 
6.453 13.041 8.547 -11.377 6.963 7.566 8.037 -5·870 
9·008 14.632 10.992 -12·576 9.461 8.741 10.539 -6.673 
14.138 16.952 15.862 -14.260 14.489 10.610 15·511 -7.918 
19·253 18.536 20.747 -15·352 19.541 12.000 20.459 -8.816 
24.377 19·607 25.623 -16.027 24.607 13.014 25.393 -9.434 
29.506 20.270 30.494 -16.382 29.683 13.692 30.317 -9·804 
34. 636 20. 556 35.364 -16.436 34.764 14.045 35.236 -9·925 
39· 764 20.470 40.236 -16.186 39.846 14.048 40.154 -9.764 
44.887 19·9+1 45·113 -15·561 44.927 13.600 45.073 -9·220 
50.000 18·980 50.000 -14. 568 50.000 12.875 50.000 -8.463 
55·098 17.628 54.902 -13.248 55.062 11.929 54.938 -7.549 
60.178 15 .942 59·822 -11. 658 60.112 10.801 59.888 -6.517 
65 ·235 13 ·990 64.765 -9·870 65.147 9. 530 64.853 -5.410 
70.267 11.855 69.733 -7.967 70.168 8.154 69.832 -4.266 
75 ·274 9.632 74.726 -6.052 75.172 6.712 74.828 -3.132 
80.257 7·411 I 79· 743 -4.227 80.161 5.241 79.839 -2.057 
85 .216 5 ·251 84.784 -2·559 85 .135 3.791 84.865 -1.099 
90 ·152 3.205 89·848 -1.137 90.096 2.402 89.904 -.334-
95 .073 1.413. 94·927 -.149 95.046 1.124 94.954 .140 
100.000 0 100.000 0 100.000 0 100.000 0 
L.E. rad ius: 14.260 ~.E. radius: 3. 50 
TABLE II 
BASIC FLAP ORDINATES FOR ASPECT-RATIO-20 WING 
[Stations and ordinates are in percent airfoil chord] 
NACA 64,2- 437 a i rfoil section NACA 645-424 airfoil section 
Upper surface Lower surface Upper surface Lower surface 
Station Ordinate Station Ordinate Station Ordi nate Station Ordinate 
70.000 -2.000 70.000 -2.000 70.000 -1.665 70 .000 -1.665 
70.250 -.390 70.250 -3.390 70.208 -. 624 70.833 -3.230 
70·500 .265 70. 500 -3· 935 70·500 0 72·918 -3· 542 
71.000 1.190 71.000 -4. 630 70.833 .417 77·085 -2. 623 
72.000 2.390 72.000 -5 .465 71.875 1.457 83.340 -1.416 
74.000 3.860 74.000 -6 .000 72·918 2.167 87. 500 -. 667 
76 .000 -5 .560 75·000 2.960 91·770 -.083 
76.000 4.630 79.743 -4.227 79·175 3. 542 95.820 .188 
79·000 5 ·035 84.784 -3. 559 83.340 3.438 100.000 0 
83.000 4.855 89.848 -1.137 89. 580 2.396 
87.000 4.065 94.927 -.149 95 .820 ·937 
91.000 2.855 100.000 0 100.000 0 
95 .073 1.413 
100.000 0 
L.E. radi us: 4.00 L.E. radius : 1.660 
Locat ion of L.E. radi us center: 74.00 
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(a) Model 1. 
Figure 1.- General layout and principal dimensions of aspect-ratio-20 
boundary-layer model. A typical cross section and a sketch of the 
r oot seal are also shown. 
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Model II. All dimensions are in inches . 
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(a) NACA 645-424 airfoil section. 
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(b) NACA 64,2-437 airfoil section. 
Figure 2. - Profiles of the NACA 645-424 and the NACA 64,2-437 airfoil 
sections showing slot and f lap-hinge location and flap deflection. 
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(a) Model I mounted in Langley full-scale tunnel. 
Figure 3. - Phot ographs of a spect- r atio- 20 boundary- l ayer wing. 
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(b) Model II showing ducting arrangement . 
Figure 3. - Concluded . 
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Figure 5. - Aerodynamic characteristics of the wing with suction applied 
t o inboard semispan only. Inboard semispan slot tapered from 2 t o 
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Figure 5. - Concluded. 
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Figure 6. - Aerodynamic characteristics of the wing with suction applied 
to inboard semispan only. Inboard semispan slot tapered from 2 to 
o percent chord; full-span flaps deflected 400 ; wing smooth; model I. 
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Figure 6 .- Concluded. 
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Figure 7.- Aerodynamic characteristics of the wing with suction applied 
t o inboard semispan only . Flaps installed; inboard semispan slot 
constant 1 percent chord; model I. 
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Figure 7.- Concluded. 
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Figure 8 .- Aerodynamic characteristics of the wing with suction applied 
full span. Flaps installed; wing smooth; model I. 
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(b) Variation of pr essure-loss coefficient 
with lift coefficient. 
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Figure 9 .- Aer odynamic characteristics of the wing with suction applied 
full span. Flaps deflected 200 ; wing smooth; model I. 
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Figure 9. - Concluded. 
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Figure 10 .- Aerodynamic char acteristics of the wing with suction applied 
full span. Flaps deflected 400 ; wing smooth; model I. 
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Figure 12 .- Aerodynamic characteristics of the wing with suction applied 
full span. Flaps deflected 50° ; wing smooth; model I. 
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Figure 12.- Concluded . 
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Figure 13.- Aer odynamic characteristics of the wing with suction applied 
full span. Flaps removed; wing smooth; model I. 
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Figure 13.- Continued . 
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Figure 14. - A comparison of the wing smooth and the wing with 1eading-
edge r oughness . Suction applied full span; flaps removed; model I . 
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Figure 14.- Concluded . (Note that CD values 
are plotted on different scales.) 
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Figure 15.- A comparison of aerodynamic characteristics with the wing 
smooth and the wing with leading-edge r oughness. Suction applied 
full span; flaps defl ected 450 ; R = 1.5 x 106; model I. 
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lift coefficients. Full-span suction; flaps removed ; model I. 
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Figure 19 .- Variation of total drag, pr ofile drag, and blower drag with 
suction- flow quantity . Wing smooth; R = 1 .8 x 106; CL = 1 .0; model I. 
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Figure 19.- Concluded. 
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F i gure 20.- Variation of t otal drag, profile drag, and blower drag wit h 
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Figure 20 .- Concluded. 
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Figure 21.- Effect of suction, flap deflection, and leading-edge roughness 
on the maximum lift characteristics of model I . 
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Figure 29. - Variation of lift- drag ratio f or various fl ow coefficients 
with Mach number. Model II. 
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Figure 29 . - Concluded. 
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Figure 30 . - Critical Mach numbers calculated by the method of reference 5 
from low-speed pressure distributions obtained at the NACA 64 J 2-436 station 
on model I. 
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